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What is the purpose of the
Neighbourhood Placemaking
Guide and Toolkit?
Neighbourhood Placemaking is already happening across the city. Sometimes the City needs to be
involved. And sometimes it doesn’t. For those times when it needs to be involved, or you want them
to be involved, this guide is intended to help you complete Neighbourhood Placemaking ideas by
providing suggested steps, supports, resources and tools. If necessary and desired, City staff can
support and facilitate you and your neighbourhood as you pursue your Neighbourhood Placemaking
ideas and put them into action.

”Placemaking is like
homemaking. Homemaking
turns a house into a home.
Placemaking turns a
space into a place.”
- David Engwicht

We’ve also collected a few tools that can help you along the way. To view them, contact City staff or
visit lovemyhood.ca. Once you’ve had an opportunity to review the Neighbourhood Placemaking
Guide and Toolkit, please contact City staff to talk about getting started.
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Thank you for all your hard work!
Kitchener’s Neighbourhood Placemaking Guide was written by volunteers and staff from the Neighbourhood
Strategy project team and best practices sub-committee. Thanks to all the volunteers for their time and
energy researching and providing input on this guide. This guide was created in July 2017.

Got questions?
Contact City staff anytime. We’re happy to help!
Neighbourhood Development Office, City of Kitchener
lovemyhood@kitchener.ca
519-741-2200 ext. HOOD (4663)
* This information is available in accessible formats upon request.
Please call 519-741-2200 ext. 7083 or TTY 1-866-969-9994 for assistance.

Cover image: Residents in Tremaine Park love their outdoor ping pong table, which gives people of all ages another reason to hang out in the park.

Residents collaborated with city staff on a Homewood Avenue
park redevelopment, including a unique art project
featuring the homes on their street.
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Introduction
Kitchener’s Neighbourhood Strategy

”There are lots of residents

In 2015, the City brought together a project team of residents from across the city to develop Kitchener’s
first ever Neighbourhood Strategy, called Love My Hood: Kitchener’s Guide to Great Neighbourhoods.
Residents take the lead and the city supports them along the way. It’s a principle as simple as it is
powerful. And it’s the vision of Love My Hood.
Through three areas of focus – Great Places, Connected People and Working Together – Love My Hood
builds on the great things already happening in Kitchener’s neighbourhoods by giving residents tools,
programs and resources to affect positive change in their neighbourhood.
A key deliverable of Love My Hood, this guide provides a framework to support and facilitate a
resident-led approach to Neighbourhood Placemaking.

in Kitchener with fun and unique ideas
for placemaking. My hope is that this
guide assists these residents who want
to strengthen connections between the
people and places in their neighbourhood
but need some help to get started.”
- Tristan Wilkin, Neighbourhood Strategy
project team volunteer,
Mount Hope Breithaupt resident

What is
Neighbourhood Placemaking?

<

>

In short, placemaking brings a neighbourhood to life by
turning everyday spaces into destinations and gathering places.
Project for Public Spaces, a world-leader in placemaking, describes the qualities of successful places
in its thought-provoking Placemaking 101 resource section at pps.org. They offer principles like “lighter,
quicker, cheaper” and giving people at least ten reasons to visit a place. To them, placemaking is a
community-driven process that “capitalizes on a local community’s assets, inspiration, and potential,
and it results in the creation of quality public spaces that contribute to people’s health, happiness, and
well-being.” In other words, it’s your ideas and presence that make a great place (Project for Public Places,
2009. Learn more at pps.org/reference/what_is_placemaking).
You don’t need to worry if you’re new to Neighbourhood Placemaking. It’s something that happens
regularly, whether you go about it intentionally or not. Chatting with neighbours, building a community
garden and hanging out at a park all contribute to Neighbourhood Placemaking. These actions can help
you change the way you feel about the places in your neighbourhood. You’re encouraged to think of ideas
that will purposefully change the places in your neighbourhood for the better. Ideas may be permanent
or temporary, big or small. Need some ideas to get you started? Check out our toolkit of resources.
SEE TOOLKIT:
Tool A – List of Neighbourhood Placemaking Resources & Ideas

Art adds beauty and instills a sense of pride in a place, like this mural
on a storage shed beside the edible food forest in Forest Heights.
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Why Neighbourhood Placemaking?
Through Neighbourhood Placemaking, you may experience:
• Increased knowledge of your neighbourhood
• Places that respond to the needs of you and your neighbours
• Opportunities to get to know your neighbours
• Feeling welcomed and comfortable in your neighbourhood
• A sense of ownership and pride for your neighbourhood places
• A new perspective of your neighbourhood from your neighbours
• How your actions make a difference in your neighbourhood

Through Neighbourhood Placemaking, neighbourhoods may experience
opportunities to:
• Create destinations and gathering spaces in neighbourhood places
• Identify and celebrate the unique identity of the neighbourhood
• Build relationships by working together

<

>

Who can participate in
Neighbourhood Placemaking?
Anyone who lives, works, learns or plays in the neighbourhood
can get involved in Neighbourhood Placemaking.
Residents, individuals and groups, such as neighbourhood associations, can lead and enjoy
Neighbourhood Placemaking initiatives. Everyone is encouraged to seek support and participation
from the broader neighbourhood.
If required, the City’s role is to help by providing the tools, supports and resources necessary
to complete Neighbourhood Placemaking ideas. Community partners may also be engaged to
provide valuable ideas, experience, support and resources.

“It used to be

our places were created largely
by planners, developers, architects.
And now people are starting to
shape their own places.”

SEE TOOLKIT:
Tool B – List of Community Partners

- Jim Diers, author of
Neighbor Power

A cob oven in Mill Courtland neighbourhood brings neighbours together for cooking,
conversation and delicious treats. Cherry Park neighbourhood has one too!
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When can Neighbourhood
Placemaking occur?
Neighbourhood Placemaking can occur anytime, and indeed it already does, throughout the year.
In order to create awareness, inspire change and spark action, the City also hosts an annual placemaking
challenge where you are encouraged to pitch your ideas and get cash grants to make them come to life.
Detailed information regarding the annual placemaking challenge are available on lovemyhood.ca.

Where can Neighbourhood
Placemaking occur?

“It takes a place
to create a community, and
a community to create a place.”
- Fred Kent, founder and
president of Project for
Public Spaces

Neighbourhood Placemaking can take place on public lands owned by the City. Examples of City-owned
sites to consider might include cul-de-sacs, boulevards, roundabout medians, greenways, parks, trails or
parking areas. Land owned by other public entities such as school boards and the Region of Waterloo
may be an option too. Privately owned land may also be an option. It’s up to you to propose a site in the
neighbourhood and obtain appropriate approvals from the owner whether publicly or privately owned.

<

>

Uniroyal Goodrich Park in Mount Hope Breithaupt Park neighbourhood has more than
just green space and a play area. There’s also a community garden and little library,
providing more reasons for people to enjoy the park and meet their neighbours.
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Six principles for
Neighbourhood Placemaking
Six principles have been identified to guide Neighbourhood Placemaking in your neighbourhood.
Recognizing that each neighbourhood is unique, the principles are provided to establish some common
ground for all neighbourhoods to incorporate and work towards. Neighbourhood Placemaking can help you
build a stronger neighbourhood that is more safe, accessible, connected, inclusive, diverse and engaged.

”Placemaking
strengthens the connection
between people and
the places they share.”
- Project for Public Spaces

Neighbourhood Placemaking is:
ASSET-BASED: This means you focus on the assets that are already found in your neighbourhood and
you mobilize your neighbours and community partners to come together and build on those strengths.
Assets are both things (material objects) and people (skills, knowledge, experience). Examples may include
physical elements such as buildings, social connections such as personal relationships with your neighbours,
or people’s skills such as leadership. Strengths and successes in your neighbourhood can be used as a
starting point for change.
PLACE-BASED: This means you will get to know your neighbourhood spaces. Starting with a specific space
or an idea, you’ll use your ideas to transform a space into a place. You’ll create a destination or a gathering
place that is specific and unique to your neighbourhood. Ideas are encouraged to include a combination of
public art (e.g. mural), temporary or permanent physical interventions (e.g. seating), and social interactions
(e.g. event).

<

>

RESIDENT LED: You’re the expert in your neighbourhood. You’ll help to identify the collective needs,
aspirations and visions for the spaces in your neighbourhood. You or a group of your neighbours may
take the lead but you’re strongly encouraged to provide opportunities for all neighbours to participate.
Community partners may be able to help with ideas, planning or financial support. The City will observe,
listen and ask questions in order to learn from you and your neighbours.
ABOUT CREATING A ‘PLACE’ WITH SIMPLE, SHORT-TERM ACTIONS: Creating a great place doesn’t need
to be complex. Spaces should welcome all people and provide a range of reasons for you to spend time in
your neighbourhood place. Think about different uses, activities, events and programs. You’ll also want to
think about creating a place that is accessible and inclusive. Start with some simple, short-term actions to
test what attracts your neighbours to a space. A few simple, short-term action examples include flowers,
seating, public art and sidewalk or street murals
LAYERED: Neighbourhood places can have different layers. The spaces themselves may be big or small,
or provide a few or many things to do. The key is to ensure there are multiple things to attract you and
provide a reason for you to stay and interact with your neighbours. Experience in other cities suggests
that groupings of three, also known as triangulating, can help create a great place. For example, placing
a bench and garbage bin beneath a tree and beside a community garden may encourage gardeners and
those passing by to take a break from the beating sun to chat.
AN ONGOING JOURNEY: One good idea often leads to another! Amenities wear out. Needs, aspirations
and visions may change. Be open and flexible to this change.
A piano in Weber Park brings music to residents’ ears.
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Four steps to
Neighbourhood Placemaking
There are many ways to turn a space into a great ‘place.’ The following steps to Neighbourhood Placemaking
are provided as general guidance to do just that. They are broad and flexible in an effort to provide guidance
for any type of idea. The steps do not necessarily have to be completed in order.
An example of the Neighbourhood Placemaking Process

<

>

1. Find a space
•

Become familiar with the spaces in your neighbourhood, visit those with potential and choose one for
Neighbourhood Placemaking.

•

Find out who owns the property. If it’s not clear, check with City staff. Please note: Where lands are held
under private ownership, the City may not be able to release personal information about the owner.

•

Seek permission from the land owner to use the space for Neighbourhood Placemaking.

Remember: Additional approvals from the land owner may be required once the specific details of the
Neighbourhood Placemaking initiative are known.

”It’s really wonderful
to wake up in a city where
every day you realize that
today the city is a little bit
better than yesterday.”
- Jan Gehl, architect

Marl Meadow Court residents came up with a unique idea
for their cul-de-sac: a “gaga ball” court! They received a grant to
build the court through the City’s first Placemaking Challenge.
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2. Generate ideas
for the space
•

Consider the current and desired function of the space.
> What is it currently used for? What do residents want it to be used for?
> What’s there now? What’s happening now?
> What works well? And what doesn’t?
> Who uses it? And who doesn’t?
> What could it look like in 5 years? What do you want it to look like?

<

•

Talk to people in your neighbourhood. Find out what they think. Don’t forget to ask the property owner
what they think too!

•

Neighbourhood Placemaking needs to involve as many people as possible who live, work, learn and
play in your neighbourhood, so that everyone can get behind it.
> Ask your neighbours for their input and how they want to be involved.

”A sense of place

is built up from many little things,
some so small people take
them for granted, and yet
the lack of them takes
the flavour out of the city.”
- Jane Jacobs

>

> Talk to children, youth, adults and older adults in your neighbourhood.
> Seek input from your neighbours who may have disabilities.
> Reach out to your neighbours who are new to your neighbourhood and who have been long-time
residents of your neighbourhood.
> Include your neighbours who you have not met or don’t normally get a chance to connect with.
> Think about the diversity of your neighbourhood and make sure everyone’s voice is heard. Check
out Tool C – Valuing Inclusion and Diversity in the Neighbourhood for more tips on how to involve
everyone in your neighbourhood.
> Encourage your neighbours to help spread the word about your Neighbourhood Placemaking idea.

Once full of litter, this forested section of Shantz Park - nicknamed “Fairyposa”
- turned magical thanks to the creative expression of local residents.
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•

Identify your neighbourhood’s needs, aspirations and visions for the space.
> Be open to different peoples’ needs in your neighbourhood.
> Acknowledge that there may be multiple ideas for the same space.
> Check out Tool D – Asset Mapping: Neighbourhood Gathering, Walk and Asset Chart and Tool E –
How to Develop Vision Statements, for more tips on how to identify your neighbourhood’s needs
and vision.

•

Check in with City staff before moving on to the next steps, so they can:
> Flag any by-laws that may impact your ability to make your idea happen.
> Let you know if any approvals are required.

”In placemaking

the important transformation
happens in the mind of
participants, not simply
in the space itself.”
- Susan Silberberg

> Share other ideas that are being implemented by other neighbours in the area or by the City.
> Highlight potential funding sources.
> Connect you with people who can help – neighbours, neighbourhood associations, community
partners or other City staff.
•

Research interesting ideas from Kitchener and other cities.
> Need some help? See Tool A – List of Neighbourhood Placemaking Resources & Ideas.

<

•

>

Choose the idea(s).
> Select short-term, quick wins but don’t forget about some long-term ideas too.
> Prioritize each idea. What should happen first? When should it happen?
> Identify the steps required to make the idea(s) happen.

Artists in Kingsdale enjoyed chatting with many residents passing by
as they painted this mural on Wilson Community Pool.
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“Great places are

3. Make it happen
•

Create a description of your Neighbourhood Placemaking idea to share with others.
> This could include a simple sketch, drawing or picture to show what is planned.

•

Determine how much it will cost.

•

Seek funding sources

not created in one fell swoop,
but through many creative
acts of citizenship.”
- Project for
Public Spaces

> Check out the City’s Neighbourhood Matching Grant – Kitchener.ca/lovemyhoodgrant.
> Check out the City’s annual Neighbourhood Placemaking Challenge - lovemyhood.ca
> Check in with City staff to learn about easy ways to fundraise.

<

•

Obtain approvals from the land owner and/or the City. If necessary, City staff can help.

•

Make a list of things to do to complete your idea.

•

Bring your idea to life!

>

4. Use the
neighbourhood place
•

Host an opening celebration.

•

Tell your neighbours about the place.

•

Visit it often.

•

Keep it maintained and looking good.

•

Host gatherings and events.

•

Share stories.

•

Keep it animated.

•

Think about the future of the place:
> Is it temporary or permanent?
> Who will maintain it?
> What might be done when it wears out?

Winter rinks are popular places for neighbours to gather - like this one
in River Ridge - proving that placemaking is a year-round opportunity.
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Neighbourhood
Placemaking Toolkit

”Great cities know
that streets are places to
linger and live, not just
move through.”

Tools to help you
Sometimes it helps to see what other people have come up with to get the creative juices flowing.
We’ve collected a number of resources and tools to help you brainstorm ideas and involve your
neighbours. To access these tools, contact City staff and they will be happy to assist you.

- Brent Toderian

Tool A – List of Neighbourhood Placemaking Resources & Ideas
Tool B – List of Potential Community Partners
Tool C – Valuing Inclusion and Diversity in the Neighbourhood
Tool D – Asset Mapping: Neighbourhood Gathering, Walk and Asset Chart
Tool E – How to Develop Vision Statements

<

>

HAVE FUN!
So many residents in Kitchener have already put their own personal touch
on their neighbourhood in countless, creative ways. Remember, City staff is
here to help, but we also know that the best neighbourhoods are made by
the people who live here. Through placemaking, you too can make the places
in your neighbourhood something to be proud of for years to come. Enjoy!

Streets can be places too! Residents in Westmount neighbourhood
transform Duchess Avenue into a place for music and fun.
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Kitchener’s
Neighbourhood Placemaking
Toolkit

Tool A – List of Neighbourhood Placemaking Resources and Ideas
Examples of Placemaking in Kitchener
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

<

•

lovemyhood.ca

Cob ovens: Willow Green/Cherry Park and Mill Courtland Community Centre
Night/Shift
Tremaine Park ping pong table
Shantz Park fairy village
Lancaster Street painted crosswalk
Marl Meadow Court gaga ball court (temporary) and tree planting
Willow Lake Park historical map workshop (temporary)
Iron Horse Trail near Mill Street pollinator garden
Lemonade stand and community message board at the Ferdinand Street entrance to the
Spur Line Trail (temporary)
Victoria Park beach picnic (temporary)
Hartwood Court soccer, live music and food (temporary)
Tetherball, horseshoes and more at the grassy lot next to the community trail entrance off
of Vanier Drive (temporary)
Forest Heights Community Centre Edible Food Forest Shed Mural

>

Resources
Love My Hood: Kitchener’s Guide to Great Neighbourhoods – lovemyhood.ca
Project for Public Spaces – pps.org

*** This information is available in accessible formats upon request. ***
Please call 519-741-2200 ext. 7083 or TTY 1-866-969-9994 for assistance.

100In1Day - 100in1day.ca
Placemaking Chicago – placemakingchicago.com

Table of Contents
Tool A – List of Neighbourhood Placemaking Resources and Ideas .......................................................... 23
Tool B – List of Potential Community Partners.......................................................................................... 25

City of Surrey PARKit Program Website - surrey.ca/community/10971.aspx
Better Block - betterblock.org
The City Repair Project - cityrepair.org

Tool C – Valuing Inclusion and Diversity in the Neighbourhood ................................................................ 26

Resilient Streets Toolkit – resilientneighbourhoods.ca

Tool D – Asset Mapping: Neighbourhood Gathering, Walk and Asset Chart ............................................. 28

Walk Your City Website - walkyourcity.org

Tool E – How to Develop Vision Statements .............................................................................................. 31

Kitchener’s Neighbourhood Placemaking Toolkit
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More Ideas
We’re open to your creative ideas! You know your neighbourhood best and how people would like to
interact with the places within it. We’ve come up with a starting list of ideas just to get you thinking:
•
Community gardens
•
Edible trails
•
Neighbourhood sheds complete with a tool swap
•
Pop-up parks
•
Benches, hammocks, umbrellas, etc.
•
Chalk designs on sidewalks or streets
•
Community-made identifying or wayfinding signs along trails or on street light poles
•
Physical art or sculptures
•
Unique features at bus stops
•
Naturalizing an area: bird houses, butterfly gardens, panels for learning about the natural
environment
•
Summer beach party in a parking lot
•
“Park”ing day – turn a parking lot/spot into a mini-park
•
Outdoor reading room, complete with a little library, seating, carpet
•
Lifesize games
•
Host improv acting classes
•
“Yarn-bombing” or costuming benches, fences, posts, etc
•
Popup craft markets
•
Movable planters to beautify a space or mark it differently
•
Historic interpretation panels or re-enactments of what the site may have looked like in
the past
•
A dance party, complete with a dance floor, jukebox and maybe even some instructors
•
Community bulletin board, advertising the quirky and usual things happening in your
‘hood
•
Set up love letter writing stations – addressed to all the great places in your ‘hood!

<
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Tool B – List of Potential Community Partners
Colleges and universities
Cultural groups
Faith-based groups
Festival of Neighbourhoods
Foundations (e.g. charitable foundations)
Housing co-operatives
Law enforcement
Libraries
Local businesses
Neighbourhood associations

>

Not-for-profit organizations
Government
School boards & local schools
Service clubs
Social media networks
Social service agencies
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Tool C – Valuing Inclusion and Diversity in the Neighbourhood
The following tool provides tips and exercises for being inclusive in your neighbourhood. The tips
encourage you to think about the different types of people who live in your neighbourhood – youth,
people with disabilities, seniors and people of diverse cultural backgrounds. The purpose of the
exercises is to help the Neighbourhood Action Team recognize the value and wealth of diverse
experience and involve people from diverse backgrounds.

Invite Everyone in Your Neighbourhood
Inviting everyone in your neighbourhood helps to ensure that everyone feels truly welcome and
builds a stronger community. Here are some tips to help you have a more inclusive neighbourhood
gathering.

Reaching Out to Youth
Get your neighbourhood youth involved. Consider having fun acts and attractions at the event such as
clowns, fireworks and/or music (possibly by youth). Consider planning physical activities such as tugof-wars, baseball, basketball and street hockey. Consider advertising using social networking websites
such as Facebook, Twitter, MSN Messenger and YouTube. Say hi to any young people who attend and
welcome them. Offer community service hours (if applicable) to high school students who are
involved in planning and/or helping out with the gathering. This is a great way to get volunteers!

<

Reaching Out to People with Disabilities
Consider accessibility to make it easier for people with disabilities to participate. For example, is the
information about the event being distributed in large font or alternative formats, upon request, for
people with visual disabilities or for people with different reading skills? Is the location of your
gathering barrier free? If the event is outdoors, is the ground level enough for people with physical
disabilities to access? Review the Planning Accessible Events: So everyone feels welcome document for
tips on how to make your neighbourhood meetings and events more accessible. This document is
found here: bit.ly/2kWNGiM.

Reaching Out to Seniors
Consider ways to include seniors and support senior participation in neighbourhood events. Seniors
might have mobility or other barriers to participating. Be attentive to their needs, offer them a chair if
they want to sit, bring the food or the activity to them, or simply ask if there is anything that they
need.

Varied Diets
If food is involved, be sensitive to the diet preferences of your neighbours by ensuring that there is a
variety of food choices.
The tips were excerpted and adapted from the Neighbourhood Activity Guide produced by Kitchener’s
Festival of Neighbourhoods. View the guide at bit.ly/2jxnYoM.

Community Bundle Exercise
The main objective of this exercise is to recognize and value the wealth of experience that each
person brings to the Neighbourhood Action Team. Each Neighbourhood Action Team member will be
asked to bring an object that represents something important to them or that gives them strength.
Members will sit in a circle facing one another with a clothed table in the centre. Each member is
asked to place their object on the table, and in a few words explain how the object relates to their
background, culture or life experience, and why this is important to them or gives them strength.
Once everyone is finished, ask them to take a look at the display of objects and reflect. Questions for
reflection may include: What do you notice about who we are, what is important to us, what objects
give us strength and courage, what do we have in common, what diversity is among us, or how does
this diversity enrich our group?

>

Diversity Wheel Exercise
The main objective of this exercise is to draw upon the experiences of the Neighbourhood Action
Team in order to know how to engage people from diverse backgrounds. Each Neighbourhood Action
Team member will be asked to think about their own experiences and complete their own individual
diversity wheel by underlining social factors that have been an advantage and circling those that have
been a disadvantage. Once complete, members may share in small pairs before participating in a
larger group discussion. Questions for discussion may include: what did you notice, how can we use
our advantages to reach out and engage people, how might these disadvantages affect people’s
ability to engage in our Neighbourhood Action Plan process and who is missing in our
Neighbourhood Action Plan process? Members should then identify actions that the team can take to
include those who are missing.
The exercises were summarized from the Creating the Change We Want: A Guide for Building
Neighbourhood Capacity (3rd edition) produced by Community Development Framework (CDF), Ottawa,
2016. The full Community Bundle exercise is available on pages 20 – 21 and the full Diversity Wheel exercise
is available on pages 23 – 25. View this guide at bit.ly/2kWYJJ0.

Reaching Out to People of Diverse Cultural Backgrounds
Be sure to include neighbours who may not share your language or cultural background. Can you
make invitations in the spoken languages of your neighbourhood or simple, plain English? Can you
reach out to someone in the neighbourhood to help you with translations? You might want to
encourage your neighbours to share their culture through the neighbourhood activity being
organized. For example, if the activity involves food, music or dance, people from all backgrounds
might have something special to share.

26
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Tool D – Asset Mapping: Neighbourhood Gathering, Walk and Asset Chart
Neighbourhood Gathering
A neighbourhood gathering is a fun way to engage residents and to document the many assets that
are important to the neighbourhood. Use a neighbourhood gathering to get people excited about
placemaking and eager to get involved.
One asset mapping activity gathers information from residents by asking simple questions such as
“What do I like about my neighbourhood?” and “What are the assets in the neighbourhood?” The
results are displayed by using colourful dots on large maps.
Each resident will use different coloured dots that correspond to a specific type of asset [i.e. physical
assets - things (material objects) and social assets - people (skills, knowledge, experience)] and place
them on a map to identify the location of the particular asset within the neighbourhood. Use the chart
on the next page as a guide for explaining the types of assets that might exist in the neighbourhood.
Helpful Hint: Number each dot and, on a separate legend posted beside the map, have the resident
clearly write what asset the numbered dot represents. You can also include a separate sheet for nonphysical assets that residents identify, for example, “We appreciate the teenagers in the
neighbourhood who shovel our driveway in the winter.”

<

•
•
•
•

On a large map, ask “What is your favourite place in your neighbourhood?” Put a dot on this
place on the map.
Then ask “What is your least favourite place in your neighbourhood?” Put a dot on this place
on the map.
Ask “Why?”
Ask residents “What stories can you tell about your neighbourhood?”

Neighbourhood Walk
A neighbourhood walk can be scheduled before or after a neighbourhood gathering in order to start
to understand the assets of the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood walk may include residents, City
staff, the ward Councillor and other relevant community partners. An added bonus of the
neighbourhood walk may be the opportunity to meet some neighbours you haven’t met before.
The neighbourhood walk will also help to develop a picture of the neighbourhood. This picture will
include both the physical and social assets in the neighbourhood. You will want to think about such
things as the history of the neighbourhood, what has already been done and what is being planned in
the neighbourhood. City staff are one resource for identifying what is being planned in the
neighbourhood.

Neighbourhood Asset Chart
Every neighbourhood has a collection of assets that make it unique. The chart below can help you
identify all the different assets that can be found within your neighbourhood. It is expected that many
assets will cross categories as they serve multiple functions within a neighbourhood. This chart can
also help residents focus on and identify what the benefits of each asset are for the neighbourhood.
Asset
Places

Description
Assets that serve as a meeting
place to encourage residents to
connect and spend time
together

Education, Health
and Social Services

Assets that contribute to
residents’ quality of life

Amenities

Assets that provide goods and
services to residents

Economic

Assets that generate income
and economic well-being in the

Lastly, on a comment sheet or survey, ask residents,

•

“What is the one thing I would change about my neighbourhood?”

A successfully completed asset-mapping exercise should leave neighbours feeling energized for
neighbourhood placemaking.
Helpful Hint: In order to be as inclusive as possible, it is a good idea to provide culturally appropriate
and healthy refreshments, childcare and transportation (e.g. bus tickets) so that all members of the
neighbourhood have a chance to attend and participate in the asset mapping exercise.
The asset mapping section related to neighbourhood gatherings was adapted in part from the Hamilton
Neighbourhood Action Planning Toolkit, Tool B – Asset Mapping. View Hamilton’s Toolkit at bit.ly/2hRLt6H.

28
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Examples
• Parks and playgrounds
• Natural areas and green space
• Community centres
• Recreation facilities
• Community gardens
• Farmers’ markets
• Libraries
• Literacy centres
• Early years centres
• Schools, colleges and universities
• Hospitals and clinics
• Mental health facilities
• Elder care facilities
• Housing services
• Social and income assistance
programs
• Shopping malls/centres
• Grocery stores
• Markets
• Restaurants, cafes and bars
• Entertainment centres
• Employment training centres
• Small and large businesses
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Asset

Transportation

Cultural

<

Description
neighbourhood
Assets that help residents get
around within their
neighbourhood and to reach
destinations beyond their
neighbourhood
Assets that help residents enjoy
and celebrate life through
history, culture, recreation and
sport

Community

Assets that help residents foster
belonging in their
neighbourhood and address
neighbourhood needs

Safety

Assets that help residents feel
safe and increase
neighbourhood safety

Individual

Assets that residents contribute
to the wider neighbourhood

Examples
• Business improvement associations
• Labour groups
• Sidewalks
• Trails
• Bike lanes
• Transit (stations, stops and lines)
• Roads
• Events
• Faith communities/places of worship
• Cultural or ethnic groups
• Historical or heritage sites/buildings
• Architecturally significant buildings
• Museums
• Sports teams and recreation clubs
• Arts groups
• Public art and monuments
• Neighbourhood associations
• Advocacy groups
• Not-for-profit organizations
• Service clubs
• Police
• Fire
• Bylaw
• Neighbourhood watch or crime
prevention initiatives
• Street calming features
• Lighting
• Skills
• Talents
• Experiences
• Leadership
• Networks

The asset mapping section related to the neighbourhood asset chart was adapted in part from the
Hamilton Neighbourhood Action Planning Toolkit, Tool B – Asset Mapping. View Hamilton’s Toolkit at
bit.ly/2hRLt6H.

Tool E – How to Develop Vision Statements
Vision Statement
Residents can drive the change that they want to see in a particular place when they clearly articulate
a vision for the future of their neighbourhood or for the place.
The vision should:
• Be concise, identify what is possible and create a picture of the future of the neighbourhood.
• Be inspiring and inspirational.
• Explain why the neighbourhood is doing placemaking.
• Explain where the neighbourhood is heading and what they are trying to achieve.
Steps to create a vision statement:
• Select a facilitator and recorder
• Make sure sticky notes, pens, flip chart paper and markers are available
The facilitator will:
1. Explain to the group the purpose of the vision statement.
2. Ask the team to review the asset map and neighbourhood profiles. Ask the team to consider
the following questions: Based on our assets and issues, what do we want this place to look
like in 5 years…10 years…20 years? How do we build and enhance our assets? How do we
address our needs? What is possible?
3. Give each team member a sticky note and pen and ask them to write down ONE idea of what
they want their neighbourhood to look like in the future. Give the team 10 minutes to think,
reflect and complete.
4. Facilitate a “go around” by asking each team member to speak to their idea. Have the team
discuss each idea. The recorder will capture the main ideas on flip chart paper. The facilitator
will then ask the team to group ideas together into major themes. Get agreement on the
major themes. Ask the group, “Did we miss anything?”
5. Write each theme on a flip chart and post around the room. Give each team member one
sticky dot and have them place it on the theme they think is most important. The themes with
the most dots are most important for prominent inclusion in the vision statement.

>

It is important that the team not wordsmith a vision statement as part of this exercise. Have one or
two team members, the facilitator and City staff take away the major themes, put some sentences
around these themes and bring this work back to the group for discussion. Once your vision
statement is complete, do a REALITY CHECK. ASK: Can this be achieved?
The How to Develop Vision Statements, Objectives, Quick Wins and Actions tool was adapted from the
Hamilton Neighbourhood Action Planning Toolkit, Tool J – How to Develop Vision Statements, Objectives
and Quick Wins. View Hamilton’s Toolkit at bit.ly/2hRLt6H.
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